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The notion of space-time uncertainty principle in string theory is claried and further de-
veloped. The motivation and the derivation of the principle are rst reviewed in a reasonably
self-contained way. It is then shown that the nonperturbative (Borel summed) high-energy
and high-momentum transfer behaviors of string scattering are consistent with the space-
time uncertainty principle. It is also shown that, in consequence of the principle, string
theories in 10 dimensions generically exhibit a characteristic length scale which is equal
to the well-known 11 dimensional Planck length g
1=3
s `s of M-theory as the scale at which
stringy eects take over the eects of classical supergravity, even without involving D-branes
directly. The meanings of the space-time uncertainty relation in connection with D-branes
and black holes are discussed and reinterpreted. Finally, we present a novel interpretation
of the Schild-gauge action for strings from a viewpoint of noncommutative geometry, which
conforms to the space-time uncertainty relation by manifestly exhibiting a noncommutativ-
ity of quantized string coordinates dominantly between space and time. We also discuss the
consistency of the space-time uncertainty relation with S and T dualities.
§1. Introduction
Ever since string theory1) was discovered to be the prime candidate for the unied
theory including gravity2)3), we have been opening a multitude of facets of the theory
which increasingly show its richness in some unexpected ways. We are more or less
convinced that the theory must have some hidden but rm foundation behind many
surprising phenomena we observe on its surface. However, the present string theory still
remains essentially as a collection of rules for building S-matrix in perturbation theory.
We do not know why such perturbation theory can arise and what the basic principles
leading to the symmetry of string perturbation theory are. Uncovering the underlying
principles of string theory is an important necessary step toward the non-perturbative
and completely well-dened formulations of the theory, based on which we should be
able to pose various physically relevant questions that the ultimate unied theory has
to answer, but hitherto have not been meaningfully dealt with.
There have been several attempts towards nonperturbative formulations of string
theory. The rst and most traditional one is the eld theory of strings which has
been pursued quite actively more than fteen years ago4)5)6)7). A related approach
was various attempts to the geometry of loop space and conformal eld theories. A
notable example is an approach based upon an abstract complex geometry8) or, more
physically, upon the renormalization group in the theory space of two-dimensional eld
theories9). All of these approaches have close connections to each other in a variety of
ways depending on the directions along which we compare them. Curiously enough,
however, it is generally not easy, despite their apparent similarities, to establish concrete
connections among these attempts of dierent formulations into a unied scheme in
which we can formally go back and forth among them. It seems that, from the viewpoint
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of representing string amplitudes, the dierence of these approaches essentially lies
in the manners that the moduli space of Riemann surfaces are decomposed10)11)12).
For example, the gauge invariance of string eld theory expresses the requirement
of smooth joining of the decomposed pieces of moduli space. The transition among
dierent approaches therefore amounts to connecting theories with dierent schemes of
the decomposition into one single theoretical framework. Such ‘transformation theory’,
if successfully established, could have suggested some crucial structure behind string
theory by extracting possible principles behind conformal symmetry.
A slightly dierent approach has been the ‘old’ matrix models13) as toy models for
studying the theory on summing over the string perturbation series in lower space-time
dimensions. Moreover, in recent years after the discovery of D-branes14) and its eective
descriptions in terms of Yang-Mills theory15), a new approach to be called the ‘new’
matrix models, which can be formulated in higher space-time dimensions, has been
advocated. Except for some special circumstances such as innite-momentum limit or
some sort of large N scaling limit analogous to the old matrix models, the new matrix
models are regarded at best as eective low-energy descriptions of D-branes in terms
of the lowest string excitation modes alone. The new matrix models have suggested
some unexpected relations among local eld theories embedded in string theory as low-
energy approximations. The notable exceptions to this interpretation of the new matrix
models might be the so-called Matrix theory16) and the IIB matrix model17). They have
been conjectured to be exact theories. However, at the present stage of development,
it seems fair to say that we do not yet have succeeded in showing convincingly their
validity as the fundamental formulations of string theory.
Independently of those specic attempts, one thing is evident. Namely, the struc-
ture of string theory is governed by the conformal symmetry of world-sheet dynamics,
exhibited in the present perturbative rules. Indeed, almost all merits of perturbative
string dynamics, such as the emergence of graviton, elimination of the ultraviolet di-
vergences, critical dimensions, complete bootstrap between states and interactions, and
so on, are direct consequences of the world-sheet conformal invariance. This is so even
when we take into account various brane excitations, since the interaction of the branes
are mediated by the exchange and fluctuations of strings. The motion and interaction
of D-branes are described by the ordinary elementary (or ‘fundamental’) strings and
their vertex operators in terms of the world-sheet dynamics.
The exact conformal invariance of world-sheet dynamics of strings actually cor-
responds to the fact that the genuine observables of string theory are solely on-shell
S-matrix elements. Given only S-matrix, however, it is in general not easy to deter-
mine the real symmetries and degrees of freedom which are appropriate to express
the content of the theory o shell. In particular, it is not obvious what is the appro-
priate generalization of the world-sheet conformal invariance to o-shell formulation
of string theory. This problem is a long-standing example among the several major
obstacles we encounter in trying to formulate the nonperturbative dynamics of string
theory. The nature of the problem is somewhat reminiscent of the well known history
of physics evolving from early quantum theory to quantum mechanics. The quantized
atomic spectra were derived by imposing the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization conditions,
characterized by the adiabatic invariance, which select the particular orbits from the
continuous family of allowed orbits in the phase space of classical mechanics. Then
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quantum mechanics replaced the Bohr-Sommerfeld condition by a deeper and uni-
versal structure, namely, Hilbert space and the algebra of observables dened on it,
characterized by the superposition principle and the canonical commutation relations,
respectively. We should perhaps expect something similar in string theory. Namely,
the condition of conformal invariance, as the analog of the adiabatic invariance of the
quantum condition, must be generalized to a more fundamental and universal structure
which allows us to construct the concrete nonperturbative theory.
However, in view of the status of the past approaches to nonperturbative denition
of string theory as briefly summarized above, it seems that the correct language and
mathematical framework for formulating string theory remain yet to be discovered.
In this situation, it is worthwhile to try to extract the most characteristic qualitative
properties of string theory originated from the world-sheet conformal invariance which
are universally valid irrespectively of the particular formulations of string theory. In
particular, in order to seek for some clear basis behind conformal symmetry, it seems of
more advantageous to express directly the smooth nature of the moduli space of Rie-
mann surface without making decompositions of it, as string eld theories, for example,
are usually doing.
Although such universal qualitative properties may, by denition, be quite crude
for making any quantitative predictions rather than giving rough order estimates for
some simple and typical phenomena, they might be of some help for pursuing the un-
derlying principles of string theory if they characterize critically the departure of string
theory from the physics governed by the traditional framework of local quantum eld
theories. The proposal of space-time uncertainty principle18)19) has been motivated in
this way. The purpose of the present paper is to clarify and further develop the space-
time uncertainty principle of string theory from a new perspective. We rst review the
original derivation with some clarications in section 2. We also make comparison of
our space-time uncertainty relation with other proposals of similar nature, such as the
notion of modied uncertainty relation with stringy corrections. We explain why the
latter cannot be regarded as a universal relation in string theory, in contrast to our
space-time uncertainty relation which will be argued here to be valid nonperturbatively.
Its implications are then discussed for some aspects of string theory, mainly the high-
energy limit of the string S-matrix in section 3, and then the characteristic physical
scales in the physics of microscopic black holes and D-particle scatterings in section 4.
The high-energy behavior with xed scattering angle after summed over the genus by
Borel sum technique is argued to almost saturate the space-time uncertainty relation.
This suggests strongly that the space-time uncertainty relation is valid nonperturba-
tively, being obeyed independently of the strength of string coupling, at least for certain
nite range of string coupling including the weak coupling regime. It is shown that the
M-theory scale is a natural consequence of the space-time uncertainty relation combined
with the property of microscopic black hole, without invoking D-branes. The satura-
tion of the space-time uncertainty relation is also shown to be one of the characteristic
features of D-particle scatterings. It is argued that the D-particle and anti-D-particle
scattering, in general, does not saturate the space-time uncertainty relation. Section 4
contains also some remarks on the possible roles of the space-time uncertainty relation
in connection with some developments of string theory, such as black-hole complemen-
tarity, holography and UV-IR correspondence. In particular, a simple interpretation
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of the Beckenstein-Hawking entropy for the macroscopic Schwarzschild black hole will
be given from the viewpoint of the space-time uncertainty relation. Then, in section 5
we proceed to suggest a possibility of formulating the space-time uncertainty principle
by quantizing string theory in a way which conforms to noncommutative geometry,
exhibiting manifestly a noncommutativity between space and time. The argument is
based on a novel interpretation of the string action in the Schild gauge, but its com-
pletion toward a concrete calculable scheme will be left for future works. The nal
section will be devoted to discussions of some issues which are not treated in the main
text, including the interpretation of S and T dualities from the viewpoint of space-time
uncertainty principle, and of future prospects.
In addition to developing the ideas of the space-time uncertainty relation further,
it is another purpose of the present paper to discuss most of various relevant isuues
in a more coherent fashion from a denite standpoint, since the previous discussions
related to space-time uncertainty principle, mainly in the works by the present author
and partially including some works by other authors too, were scattered in various
dierent places. We would like to lay a foundation for further investigation by dis-
cussing their meaning and usefulness in understanding the nature of string theory. The
present author also hopes that the following exposition will be useful to straighten up
some confusions and awkward prejudices prevailing in the literature and to clarify the
standpoint and, simultaneously, the limitations and remaining problems of the present
qualitative approach. By so doing, we may hope to envisage some hints towards truly
satisfactory formulations of the basic principles of string theory.
§2. Derivation of the space-time uncertainty relation
The rst proposal18) of the space-time uncertainty relation in string theory came
from an elementary space-time interpretation for the mechanism of eliminating ultra-
violet divergencies in string theory. As is well known, the main reason why the string
amplitudes are free from the ultraviolet divergences is that the string loop amplitudes
satisfy the so-called modular invariance. The latter symmetry, which is a remnant of
the conformal symmetry of Riemann surfaces after a gauge xing, automatically gen-
erates the cuto for the short-distance parts of the integrations over the proper times
of the string propagation in loop diagrams. In traditional eld theory approaches, the
introduction of ultraviolet cuto suers, almost invariably, from the violation of uni-
tarity and/or locality. However, string perturbation theory is perfectly consistent with
(perturbative) unitarity, preserving all the important axioms for physically acceptable
S-matrix, including the analyticity property of S-matrix. It should be remembered
that the analyticity of S-matrix is customarily attributed to locality, in addition to
unitarity, of quantum eld theories. However, locality is usually not expected to be
valid in theories with extended objects. From this point of view, it is not at all trivial
why string theory is free from the ultraviolet diculty and is important to give correct
interpretations on its mechanism.
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2.1. A reinterpretation of energy-time uncertainty relation in terms of strings
The approach which was proposed in18) is to reinterpret the ordinary energy-time
uncertainty relation in terms of the space-time extensions of strings,)
Et > 1: (2.1)
The basic reason why we have ultraviolet divergencies in local quantum eld theories
is that in short time region t ! 0, the uncertainty with respect to energy increases
indenitely E  1=t ! 1, which in turn induces a large uncertainty in momen-
tum p  E. The large uncertainty in momentum means that the particles states
allowed in the short distance region x  1=p grows indenitely as (E)D−1 in
D-dimensional space-time. In ordinary local eld theories where there is no cuto
built-in, all those states are expected to contribute to amplitudes with equal strength
and consequently lead to UV innities.
What is the dierence, in string theory, with respect to this general argument?
Actually, the number of the allowed states with a large energy uncertainty E behaves
as ek‘sE  ek‘s=t with some positive coecient k and ‘s /
p
0 being the string
length constant where 0 is the traditional slope parameter. This increase of the de-
generacy is vastly faster than that in local eld theories. The crucial dierence from
local eld theories, however, is that the dominant string states among these exponen-
tially degenerate states are not the states with large center-of-mass momentum, but
can be the massive states with higher excitation modes along strings. The excitation of
higher modes along strings contribute to the large spatial extension of string states. It
seems reasonable to expect that this eect completely cancels the short distance eect
with respect to the center-of-mass coordinates of strings, provided that those higher
modes contribute to physical processes appreciably. Since the order of the magnitude
of the spatial extension corresponding to the large energy uncertainty E is expected
to behave as X  ‘2sE, we are led to a remarkably simple relation for the order of
magnitude X for the fluctuation with respect to spatial fluctuation of string states
participating within the time interval T = t,
XT > ‘2s: (2.2)
It is natural to call this relation ‘space-time uncertainty relation’. It should be empha-
sized that this relation is not a modication of the usual uncertainty relation, but simply
a reinterpretation in terms of strings. Note that as long as we remain in the framework
of quantum mechanics, the usual Heisenberg relation xp > 1 is also valid if it is cor-
rectly interpreted. For example, the latter is always valid for center-of-mass momentum
and the center-of-mass position of strings. The space-time uncertainty relation, on the
other hand, gives a new restriction on the short-distance space-time structure, which
comes into play because of the intrinsic extendedness of strings. In general, therefore,
we have to combine the ordinary uncertainty relation and the space-time uncertainty
relations in estimating the relevant scales in string theory, as will be exhibited in later
discussions.
To avoid a possible misunderstanding, we remark that, as is evident in this simple
derivation, the spatial direction is dominantly the one measured along the longitudinal
∗) Throughout the present paper, our unit is h = 1; c = 1.
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direction of strings. Therefore, it should not be confused as the more familiar transverse
spread of a string. That the longitudinal size indeed grows linearly with energy at least
in perturbation theory is most straightforwardly seen as follows. For simplicity, let
us take the case of open string. The interaction of open strings is represented by the
vertex operator exp ipx(; 0), inserted as the end point  = 0 of one of the strings.
If the string before the insertion is made is in the ground state with some moderate
momentum, the eect of the vertex operator is to change the state after the insertion
to a coherent state of the form exp(p−n‘s=n)j0i for each string mode n. This induces
the contribution to the spatial extension of the string coordinate along the spatial
components ~p of the momentum vector p of order hx2ni  j~pj2‘4s=n2, which in the





2)  E‘2s. Note that
here we have adopted as the measure of string extension the quantity
q
hR d x()2i.
This apparently shows also that there is a large extension with respect to the time
direction too. However, the interaction time T should be dened with respect to the
center-of-mass coordinate of strings, and hence the apparent large extension along the
time direction does not directly correspond to the time uncertainty in the energy-time
uncertainty relation (2.1). Furthermore, we should expect the existence of some limit
n < ns for the excitation of string modes, depending on the specic region that string
scattering is probing. In the Regge limit, for example, where the momentum transfer
is small, we can show ‘s=T  ns < s‘2s (see section 3). In this case, in addition to
the growth along the longitudinal direction, we have the intrinsic transverse extension




log(E=‘s) for all directions corresponding to the
extension of the ground state wave function. The logarithmic transverse extension is
negligible compared to the linear growth. Indeed, the mechanism of suppressing the
ultraviolet divergence as exhibited by the modular invariance cannot be attributed to
the logarithmic growth of the extension of the ground state wave function. It is clearly
the eect that is dominantly associated with the longitudinal extension of strings.
We will later see that in some cases, such as the case of high-energy-high-momentum
transfer scattering of strings and D-particle scattering with slow velocities, we can ef-
fectively neglect the eect of string higher modes. This is not directly contradictory
with the role of string higher modes which we emphasized above in connection with
the enormous degeneracy of string states associated with the higher modes. The de-
generacy refers to the standard string modes of free strings with standard boundary
conditions. The situations where the string higher modes are eectively negligible occur
with dierent backgrounds or dierent boundary conditions for the string coordinates
as elds on string world sheet. In terms of the standard free strings, such cases are
represented by a coherent state with excitation of higher string modes.
The main purpose of the present paper is to present several arguments which
suggest that the space-time uncertainty relation (2.2) may be a universal principle which
is valid nonperturbatively in string theory. It should be emphasized that the space-time
uncertainty principle is still only qualitatively formulated. We cannot give a rigorous
denition for the uncertainties X and T at the present stage of development. For
example, one might ask how to dene the time uncertainty if the string stretches linearly
with energy. We always assume that the time is measured with respect to some preferred
point, most naturally at the center-of-mass of a string. Also, there is no point-like probe
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by which we can measure the spatial uncertainty of string: String itself has an intrinsic
extension depending on the scale of resolution if we are allowed to imagine a point-like
probe.
The point we would like to stress is, however, that this simple looking relation has
quite universal applicability both perturbatively and nonperturbatively at least in some
qualitative sense, if it is interpreted appropriately. Also, involving both time and space
intrinsically, the relation is not just a kinematical constraint which lessens the degrees of
freedom, but in principle may place a strong constraint on the dynamics of the system.
Its precise role and the correct mathematical formulation would only be found after the
proper framework of string theory were established. The prime motivation for such an
attitude was a general belief that any theory of quantum gravity must put some crucial
restrictions at short distance scales near the Planck length beyond which the classical
space-time geometry, which general relativity is based upon, is invalidated. It is then
important to ascertain how such a restriction is realized in string theory, since it would
suggest the precise nature how string theory is departed from the usual framework of
quantum eld theories. The present author is aware of many attempts in the past
toward formal ‘space-time quantization’. The standpoint in proposing the space-time
uncertainty principle is not to propose yet another version of formal theory of quantized
space-time, but to learn the possible secrets toward the unication of quantum theory
and general relativity, from string theory which exhibits several ideal properties to be
the unied theory in a quite surprising and unexpected fashion.
2.2. The nature of the space-time uncertainty relation
Now an important characteristic of the relation (2.2) is that it demands a duality
between the time-like and space-like distance scales. Whenever we try to probe the
short distance region T ! 0 in a time-like direction, the uncertainty with respect
to the space-like direction increases. Not only that, we propose that the relation is
also valid in the opposite limit. Namely, if we try to probe the short distance region
X ! 0 in space-like directions, then the uncertainty T in the time-like direction
increases. In other words, the smallest distances probed in string theory cannot be made
arbitrarily small with respect to both time-and space-like directions simultaneously. It
was proposed in19) that the phenomena of minimal distance20)31) in string perturbation
theory can be interpreted in this way. However, it should be kept in mind that our space-
time uncertainty relation does not forbid the possibility of probing shorter distance
regions than the ordinary string scale in string theory, quite contrary to the statement
following the usual notion of minimal possible distance in string theory.) It only
imposes a new condition that the short and large distances are dual to each other.
We note that in some of the recent developments of nonperturbative string theory
associated with D-branes, the regime of short open strings much below the string scale
is a crucial ingredient.
What is the physical interpretation of the opposite limit, namely the short spatial
distance which implies a large time uncertainty T !1? Is it really possible to probe
the distance scales X smaller than ‘s? Since any string state with a denite mass has
an intrinsic spatial extension of order ‘s, it seems at rst sight impossible to do this.
∗) The possible relevance of shorter length scales has been later suggested in21).
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It turns out that the D-particle, instead of the fundamental strings, precisely plays
such a role as shown later. Moreover, the fact that the asymptotic string states can be
represented by vertex operators coupled with local external elds may be interpreted
as a consequence of the relation X  ‘2s=T ! 0. In this sense, the space-time
uncertainty relation can also be viewed as a natural expression of the s-t duality which
has been the basic background for string theory. Roughly speaking, the resonance poles
near on-shell in the s-channel corresponds T !1, while the t-channel massless pole
exchange to X ! 1 with vanishingly small momentum transfer, if the exchange is
interpreted in terms of pair creation and annihilation of open strings. In fact, the s-t
duality was another motivation for proposing the space-time uncertainty relation in19).
The fact that the string theory has a short distance cuto built-in in this way might
somewhat be counter intuitive, since strings have a vastly larger number of particle
degrees of freedom than any local eld theories or even ordinary nonlocal eld theories
with multi-local elds and/or some nonlocal interactions. But precisely because of this
counter-intuitive nature of string theory, we have to learn the short distance structure of
string theory carefully. For example, the growth of the string size along the longitudinal
direction with energy might seem to be quite contrary with the familiar idea of Lorentz
contraction of projectile. However, this is one of the origins why string theory contains
gravity, as we will discuss in section 3. As for the large degeneracy of particle states,
it should rather be interpreted that string theory suggests an entirely new way for
counting the physical degrees of freedom in the region of the smallest possible distance
scales. We hope that our discussion will be a basis for the concrete formulation of this
general idea.
Before proceeding further, it is appropriate here to comment on the dierence of
our space-time uncertainty relation from the other proposal of a related uncertainty
relation with stringy corrections. In parallel to the rst original suggestion) of the
space-time uncertainty relation, the high-energy behaviors of the string amplitudes
have been studied. On the basis of such investigations, it was proposed independently
of the proposal (2.2) that in the high-energy limit the space-time extensions of strings
is proportional22) to energy and momentum as
x / ‘2s p:
The reason for this proposal is that the classical solution for the string world-sheet tra-
jectory with given wave functions with momenta pi corresponding to external asymp-
totic states takes the following form, in the lowest tree approximation,
x(z; z) = ‘2s
X
i
pi log jz − zij (2.3)
where zi’s are the positions of the vertex operators on the Riemann surface correspond-
ing to the asymptotic states with on-shell momenta pi . This seems also to be consistent
∗) Unfortunately, since the proposal (2.2) was initially made in a paper18) written for the volume
commemorating Prof. Nishijima’s 60th birthday and has not been published in popular journals, it has
long been neglected. The earliest discussion of the space-time uncertain relation in the regular journals
was presented in19). It, however, seems that even this reference has been largely neglected to date.
The author hopes that the present exposition is useful to improve the situation.
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with what we have discussed using the vertex operator in our derivation of the space-
time uncertainty relation. Combined with Heisenberg relation jxj  1=jpj, the
above proposal suggests a modied uncertainty relation23) for each space-time compo-
nent (no summation over )
jxjjpj > 1 + ‘2s jpj2 (2.4)
which leads to jxj > ‘s for each components of the space-time coordinates separately.
Our space-time uncertaity relation (2.2) is weaker than this relation, and does not
directly lead to the minimul distance, unless we assume some relation between time
and spatial uncertainties : For example, if we set T  X, we immediately have the
miminum distance relation X > ‘s. This is a crucial dierence.
It appears that this particular form (2.4) cannot be regarded as being universally
valid in string theory. We can provide at least three reasons for this. First, the uniform
proportionality between energy-momenta and the extensions of the string coordinates
is not valid in the region when the high-energy behavior is dominated by the Riemann
surfaces where the positions of the vertex operators approach to the boundary of the
moduli space. Secondly, even when the dominant contribution comes from a region
which is not close to the boundary of the Riemann surface, it is known that the ampli-
tudes after summing up the whole perturbation series using the Borel-sum technique
behave dierently from the tree approximation for high-energy xed angle scattering.
The known behavior is incompatible with the relation such as (2.4) demanding that the
string extension grows indenitely, while it turns out to be consistent with our relation
(2.2). Thirdly and most importantly, the relation (2.4) is not eective for explaining
the short-distance behaviors of D-brane interactions. In particular, the naive relation
such as jxj > ‘s, expressing the presence of a minimal distance, clearly contradicts
the decisive role of the familiar characteristic spatial scale g1=3s ‘s in D-particle scatter-
ing, which is much smaller than the string length ‘s in the weak-coupling regime, and
more generally in the conjecture of M-theory24). All of these points will be discussed
fully in later sections.
One might naively think that when the spatial extension becomes large the in-
teraction time would also increase as embodied in (2.4) , since the spatial region for
interaction grows. This intuition might be correct if we were dealing with ordinary
extended objects, such as polymers, which may interact each other in the bulk of the
spatial extension. However, the nature of interaction of elementary strings is strongly
constrained by conformal invariance. The elementary strings have no bulk-type forces
among the part of strings. Thus the ordinary intuition for the extended object is not
necessarily applicable to string theory. For this reason, whether the interaction time
should also increase as the spatial extension or not must depend on specic situations
and cannot be stated as a general property.
As the nal topic of this subsection, let us ask whether and how the space-time
uncertainty relation (2.2) can be compatible with kinematical Lorentz invariance. The
answer is that the relation as an inequality can be consistent with Lorentz invariance.
Suppose that the relation is satised in some preferred Lorentz frame which we call
the proper frame where the uncertainties are T = T0 and X = X0 and, in
particular, the spatial uncertainty can be estimated as being at rest. In most physical
applications discussed later in this paper, we always assume such preferred frame in
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deriving the relation. Let us make a Lorentz boost of the frame of reference with velocity
v and measure the same lengths in the boosted frame. Then the uncertainty in time is
T = T0=
p
1− v2, while the spatial interval is contracted as X = p1− v2X0 or is
not aected X = X0 depending on the directions of the characteristic spatial scale.
This shows that the inequality (2.2) is preserved in any Lorentz frame provided that it
is satised in some proper Lorentz frame, after averaging over the spatial directions.
We can arrive at the same conclusion from a more formal consideration too. Let us
temporarily suppose the existence of an algebraic realization of the space-time uncer-
tainty relation, by introducing the space-time (hermitian) operators X, transforming
as Lorentz vector, as some eective agents measuring the observable distance scales
in each Minkowski directions . Then, as has been discussed in a previous paper25),
the space-time uncertainty relation may correspond to an operator constraint which is
manifestly Lorentz invariant as given by
1
2
[X;X ]2  ‘4s (2.5)
where the contracted indices are summed over as usual.) By decomposing into time






h−[Xi;Xj ]2i+ ‘4s > ‘2s: (2.6)
This shows that the inequality (2.2) of the space-time uncertainty relation can in prin-
ciple be consistent with Lorentz invariance, conforming to the rst argument. This
also suggests a possible denition of the proper frame such that the noncommutativ-
ity of space-like operators is minimized. To avoid a possible misconception, however,
it should be noted that the present formal argument is not meant that the author is
proposing that the operator constraint (2.5) is the right way for realizing the space-time
uncertainty principle. In particular, it is not at all obvious whether the uncertainties
can be dened using Lorentz vectors, since they are not local elds. Here it is only used
for an illustrative purpose to show schematically the compatibility of the space-time
uncertainty relation with Lorentz invariance. There might be better way of formulating
the principle in a manifestly Lorentz invariant manner. We will later present a related
discussion (section 5) from the standpoint of a noncommutative geometric quantization
of strings based on the Schild action.
2.3. Conformal symmetry and the space-time uncertainty relation
Now we explain an independent derivation of the space-time uncertainty relation
on the basis of conformal invariance of the world-sheet string dynamics, following an old
work19) for the selfcontainedness of the present paper. This derivation seems to support
our proposal that the space-time uncertainty relation should be valid universally in both
short time and long time limits.
All the string amplitudes are formulated as path integrals as weighted mappings
from the set of all possible Riemann surfaces to a target space-time. Therefore, any
characteristic property of the string amplitudes can be understood from the property
∗) Similar constraints have been studied from a dierent viewpoint in26).
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of this path integral. The absence of the ultraviolet divergences in string theory from
this point of view is a consequence of the modular invariance. We will see that the
space-time uncertainty relation (2.2) can be regarded as a natural generalization of the
modular invariance for arbitrary string amplitudes in terms of the direct space-time
language.
Let us start from briefly recalling how to dene the distance on Riemann surface
in a conformally invariant manner. For a given Riemannian metric ds = (z; z)jdzj, an
arc γ on the Riemann surface has a length L(γ; ) =
R
γ jdzj. This length is however
dependent on the choice of the metric function . If we consider some nite region
Ω and a set of arcs dened on Ω, the following denition, called ‘extremal length’ in
mathematical literature27), is known to give a conformally invariant denition for a
length of the set Γ of arcs,






L(Γ; ) = inf
γ2Γ




Since any Riemann surfaces corresponding to string amplitude can be decomposed into
a set of quadrilaterals pasted along the boundaries (with some twisting operations, in
general), it is sucient to consider the extremal length for an arbitrary quadrilateral
segment Ω. Let the two pairs of opposite sides of Ω be ;0 and ; 0. Take the Γ be
the set of all connected set of arcs joining  and 0. We also dene the conjugate set of
arcs Γ  be the set of arcs joining  and 0. We then have two extremal distances, Ω(Γ )
and Ω(Γ ). The important property of the extremal length for us is the reciprocity
Ω(Γ )Ω(Γ ) = 1: (2.8)
Note that this implies that one of the two mutually conjugate extremal lengths is larger
than one.
The extremal lengths satisfy the composition law which partially justies the nam-
ing: Suppose that Ω1 and Ω2 are disjoint but adjacent open regions on an arbitrary
Riemann surface. Let Γ1; Γ2 consist of arcs in Ω1:Ω2, respectively. Let Ω be the union
Ω1 +Ω2 and Γ be a set of arcs on Ω.
1. If every γ 2 Γ contains a γ1 2 Γ1 and γ2 2 Γ2, then
Ω(Γ )  Ω1(Γ1) + Ω2(Γ2)
2. If every γ1 2 Γ1 and γ2 2 Γ2 contains a γ 2 Γ , then
1=Ω(Γ )  1=Ω1(Γ1) + 1=Ω2(Γ2)
The two cases correspond to two dierent types of compositions of open regions, de-
pending whether the side where Ω1 and Ω2 are joined does not divide the sides which
γ 2 Γ connects, or do divide, respectively. One consequence of the composition law is
that the extremal length from a point to any nite region is innite and the correspond-
ing conjugate length is zero. This corresponds to the fact that the vertex operators
describe the on-shell asymptotic states whose coecients are represented by local ex-
ternal elds in space-time. We also recall that the moduli parameters of world-sheet
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Riemann surfaces are nothing but a set of extremal lengths with some associated angle
variables, associated with twisting operations, which are necessary in order to specify
the joining of the boundaries of quadrilaterals.
Conformal invariance allows us to conformally map any quadrilateral to a rectangle
on the Gauss plane. Let the Euclidean lengths of the sides (;0) and (; 0) be a and
b, respectively. Then, the extremal lengths are given just by the ratios
(Γ ) = a=b; (Γ ) = b=a: (2.9)
For a proof, see ref.27).
Let us now consider how the extremal length is reflected on the space-time structure
probed by general string amplitudes. The euclidean path-integral in the conformal





: Take a rectangle region
as above and the boundary condition (z = 1 + i2) as
x(0; 2) = x(a; 2) = 2B2=b;
x(1; 0) = x(1; b) = 1A1=a:
The boundary condition is chosen such that the kinematical momentum constraint
@1x
 @2x = 0 in the conformal gauge is satised for the classical solution.) The path












This indicates that the square root of extremal length can be used as the measure of the
length probed by strings in space-time. The appearance of the square root is natural










In particular, this implies that probing the short distances along both directions simul-
taneously is always restricted by the reciprocity property (2.8) of the extremal length,
AB  ‘2s. In Minkowski metric, one of the directions are time-like and the other is
space-like, as required by the momentum constraint. This conforms to the space-time
uncertainty relation as derived in the previous subsection from a very naive argument.
Also note that the present discussion clearly shows that the space-time uncertainty re-
lation is a natural generalization of modular invariance, or of open-closed string duality,
exhibited by the string loop amplitudes.
Since our derivation relies upon the conformal symmetry and is applicable to ar-
bitrary quadrilaterals on arbitrary Riemann surfaces, which in turn can alwasy be
constructed by pasting quadrilaterals appropriately , we expect that the space-time
uncertainty relation is robust against possible corrections to the simple setting of our
argument. In particular, the relation, being independent of the string coupling, is ex-
pected to be universally valid to all orders of string perturbation theory. Since the
∗) The Hamilton constraint (@1x)2 = (@2x)2 is satised after integrating over the moduli parameter,
which in the present case of a rectangle is the extremal length itself.
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string coupling cannot be regarded as the fundamental parameter of the nonpertur-
bative string theory, it is natural to expect that any universal principle should be
formulated independently of the string coupling.
We have assumed a smooth boundary condition at the boundary of the rectangle.
This led to a saturation of the inequality of the uncertainty relation. If we allow more
complicated ‘zigzag’ shapes for boundaries, it is not possible to establish such a sim-
ple relation as above between the extremal distance and the space-time uncertainties.
However, we can expect that the mean values of the space-time distances measured
along the boundaries of complicated shapes in general increase, due to entropy eect,
comparing with the case of smooth boundaries (namely zero mode) obtained as the
average of given zigzag curves. Although there is no general proof, any reasonable de-
nitions of the expectation value of the space-time distances conform to this expectation,
since the fluctuations contribute positively to the expectation value. Thus the inequal-
ity (2.2) should be the general expression of the reciprocity relation (2.8) in a direct
space-time picture. Since the relation is symmetric under the interchange Γ $ Γ , it
is reasonable to suppose that the space-time uncertainty relation is meaningful in both
limits T ! 0 or 1 as we have proposed in the previous subsection.
§3. High-energy scattering of strings and the space-time uncertainties
We now proceed to study how the space-time uncertainty relation derived in the
previous section is reflected in the high-energy behavior of string scattering. To the
author’s knowledge, careful confrontation of the space-time uncertainty relation with
the high-energy (and/or high-momentum transfer) behaviors of string scattering has
never been made in the past. We hope that the present section lls this gap.
3.1. How to detect the interaction region from S-matix?
In general, there are various diculties in extracting precise space-time structure
from on-shell S-matrix. This is so even in ordinary particle theories, since it is not pos-
sible, quantum mechanically, to dene particle trajectories unambiguously only from
the S-matrix element. In string theory, the diculties are enhanced since strings them-
selves have intrinsic extendedness. Therefore it is not completely clear how to ex-
tract the space-time uncertainties from scattering amplitudes. Only conceivable way
at present is to just treat a string state as a particle state and approximately trace its
trajectory by forming a wave packet in space-time with respect to the center-of-mass
coordinate. The eect of extendedness would then be approximately reflected upon
the uncertainties of interaction region with respect to the center-of-mass coordinates of
strings without referring to their internal structure. In our case, we have to separate
the distance scales into time and spatial directions. We will see that the high-energy
behavior of scattering matrix alone does not allow us to carry out it completely. But
we will be able to check whether the space-time uncertainty relation is consistent or
not with the high-energy behavior.
Let us consider the elastic scattering of two massless particles 1 + 2 ! 3 + 4. The
wave packet of each particle can be written as
 i(xi; pi) =
Z
d9~ki fi(~ki − ~pi) ei(~ki~xi−j~kijti) (3.10)
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where fi(~k) is any function with a peak at ~k = 0. Here and in what follows, we
assume 10 dimensional flat space-time unless otherwise specied, neglecting the issue
of compactication, in particular. The inverse of the width at the peak gives the spatial
extension of the wave packet. The scattering amplitude is then given as









(10)(k1 + k2 − k3 − k4)A(s; t); (3.11)
where s = −(k1 + k2)2; t = −(k2 + k3)2 and, for brevity of notation, the momentum
variables in the wave functions fi(~ki − ~pi) are suppressed. The uncertainty of the
interaction region is measured by examining the response of S-matrix under appropriate
shifts of the particle trajectories in space-time. The wave packet, after given shifts t
and ~x of time and spatial coordinate respectively, is
 i(xi; pi;ti;~xi) =
Z
d9~ki fi(~ki − ~pi) ei(~ki~xi−j~kijti)ei(~k~xi−j~kijti): (3.12)
To measure the uncertainty of the interaction region with respect to time, it is sucient
to choose t1 = t2 = −t3 = −t4 = t=2 and xi = 0 for all i. Thus, the uncer-
tainty T can be estimated by examining the decay of the matrix element (3.11) under
the insertion of the additional phase factor exp(−i(j~k1j+ j~k2j)t) in the integrand com-
pared with that without the insertion. On the other hand, to measure the uncertainty
of the interaction region with respect to spatial extension, it is sucient to choose
~x1 = −~x2 = ~xI=2 and ti = 0 and ~x3 = −~x4 = ~xF=2, corresponding to the
relative spatial positions between the trajectories of initial and nal states, respectively.
In this case, the additional phase factor is exp[i(~k1−~k2) ~xI=2− i(~k3−~k4) ~xF=2)].
Let us choose the center-of-mass system for the momenta ki. Assuming that the
scattering takes place in the 1-2 plane and the particles are all massless, we set
k1 = (−E sin=2; E cos=2; 0; : : : ; 0; E);
k2 = (E sin=2;−E cos=2; 0; : : : ; 0; E);
k3 = (E sin=2; E cos =2; 0; : : : ; 0; E); (3.13)
k4 = (−E sin=2;−E cos =2; 0; : : : ; 0; E):
Thus,
k1 + k2 = (0; 0; 0; : : : ; 0; 2E); (3.14)
k1 − k2 = (−2E sin=2; 2E cos =2; 0; : : : ; 0; 0); (3.15)
k3 − k4 = (2E sin=2; 2E cos =2; 0; : : : ; 0; 0); (3.16)
k1 − k3 = (−2E sin=2; 0; 0; : : : ; 0; 0); (3.17)
k1 − k4 = (0; 2E cos =2; 0; : : : ; 0; 0): (3.18)
The order of magnitude for the decay width with respect to jtj is estimated by
taking a small variation with respect to the center-of-mass energy E xing the scattering
angle , since the variation of the additional phase is just Et without containing the
angle . As t increases, the decay of amplitude begins appreciably when the absolute
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value of the variation of logarithm of amplitude is exceeded by the variation of the
additional phase Et. Therefore, we can roughly set






This way of measuring the uncertainty should perhaps be regarded as giving a lower
bound, since it does not take into account the extendedness of the initial and nal string
states. We must evaluate this quantity at the peak values of the momenta. Note that
this expression is similar to the well known Wigner formula for time delay for which we
usually take only the phase of the amplitude. For the spreading of interaction region,
the variation of the modulus of amplitude plays an equally important role as its phase.)
Similarly, the decay width with respect to jxj can be estimated by taking varia-
tions with respect to both the energy and scattering angle, since the additional phase
now behaves as (k1 − k2)  ~xI=2 − (k3 − k4)  ~xF =2 = E(−(~xI + ~xF )1 sin 2 +
(~xI − ~xF )2 cos 2 ) where the lower indices are refering the components in the 1-2
plane. The order of magnitude of the allowed spatial uncertainty is constrained by the
conditions obtained by identifying the rst variations of the modulus of the logarithm







))j = j logAj (3.20)
for ~x()  ~xI  ~xF . This gives two equations for determining the components
of the vector (x(+)1 ;x
(−)
2 )  ~~x from the coecients with respect to the variations
E and . This relation shows that there are limitations in estimating the spatial
uncertainties. First, since the energy variation essentially gives the same contribution
to jx()j as t, the high-energy scattering of massless particles can only probe the
region X > T . This limitation is inevitable since, for particles moving with light
velocity, a time uncertainty necessarily contributes to a spatial uncertainty of the same
order. Secondly and more importantly, we can only probe the vector sum or dierence
of the spatial uncertainties for initial and nal states. However, the spatial uncertainty
for the space-time uncertainty relation should be dened to be the average of the
uncertainties of initial and nal states as X  (jxI j+ jxF j)=2. Due to the triangle
inequality, we at least have a lower bound for the spatial uncertainty
X > ~x: (3.21)
Note that the equality here cannot usually be expected to be saturated, except for a very
peculiar case where either of the initial or nal spatial uncertainty vector vanishes. The
complete information on the space-time structure could only be attained if one could
completely convert the scattering matrix into the coordinate representation. Of course,
for each term of the perturbation series, we already have such a picture in the form
of the world-sheet path-integral representation. But nonperturbatively in general we
cannot expect to have such a picture.
∗) When the rst variation with respect to the integration variables is small, we must be care-
ful in checking whether the higher variations are negligible. For measuring the transverse size jxtj
corresponding to the shift of the form exp i(k1 − k3)xt, the second variation is indeed important.
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We remark here that the power-law behavior for high-energy xed angle scattering
necessarily leads to the decrease 1=E for both spatial and temporal uncertainties in the
above sense. This is of course the typical behavior for the high-energy limit of local
eld theories.
3.2. High-energy and high-momentum transfer behavior of string scattering
Our task is to examine how the string scattering deviates from such typical behavior
of particle scattering. Fortunately, the behaviors of string scattering in the high energy
limit with xed scattering angle have been studied in detail in ref.22) and in ref.28). We
study how far we can probe the short distance space-time structure using the results
of these works. Throughout the present section, we use the string unit ‘s = 1. At the
tree level, the leading behavior is
















Although this particular form is for bosonic closed strings, the main feature that the
amplitude falls o exponentially is only due to the Riemannian nature of the world
sheet and hence the exponential behavior including the function (3.23) is completely
universal for any perturbative string theory.
The exponential fall o of (3.22) has been regarded as one of the features of string
theory which are clearly distinctive from local eld theories. This has been the main
motivation for the suggestion of the modication of Heisenberg uncertainty relation
as (2.4). Indeed, if we apply the above method for estimating the width to the tree
behavior directly with nite angle , we would getT  X  E, corresponding to the
dominant classical world sheet conguration (2.3). However, the exponential fall o of
tree amplitudes only means that the tree approximation is quite poor for representing
the high-energy behavior of string scattering. In fact, for N − 1 loop amplitudes,
the exponential factor is replaced by exp(−sf()=N). Thus, for any small but nite
string coupling, the high-energy limit is dominated by the large N contributions. The
nonperturbative high-energy behavior was derived in28) by performing the Borel-sum
over N . Their nal result is summarized as
jAresum(s; )j  exp(−
q
4sf() log(1=g2) ) (3.24)
for 1  log(1=g2)  s 1=g4=3, and
jAresum(s; )j  exp(−
q
62sf()= log s ) (3.25)
for s  1=g4=3. The tree behavior (3.22) with a much faster decreasing exponential is
valid only for 1  s log(1=g2).
Now let us estimate the space-time uncertainties exhibited in the nonperturbative
high-energy behavior (3.25) for xed string coupling. For our purpose of estimating
the order of the magnitude for the decay width of the amplitudes with respect to the
shift of the particle trajectories, we can neglect the imaginary part of the logarithm
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logA(s; ), since it only contributes to the present qualitative estimation at most to
the same order as the real part, and hence it only aects the numerical multiplicative
factor to the width.




We neglect the logarithms as well as the numerical factor with respect to the energy
E, since our method (or any other conceivable methods) is not precise enough to







t) ! 0. The dependence on the momentum transfer is strange,
comparing with T  1=E for the standard Regge behavior for xed t. In reality,
the approximation used in the derivation of the high-energy limit will break down in
the small angle limit, since in that case the saddle point approaches to the singular
boundary of the moduli space. Therefore we can trust our result only for moderate
scattering angles.


















where 1;2 are arbitrary sign factors, arising in making comparison (3.20). At  = =2,
the rst variation with respect to the scattering angle vanishes. It is however easy to
check that taking account the second variation does not change the nal conclusion in
the limit E ! 0. We then obtain




Because of the inequality (3.21) and (3.26), this gives a lower bound for the space-time
uncertainty relation as
TX > T~x  1
2
q
















For moderate values of scattering angle which is not close to 0 or , the right hand
side is of order one, independent of energy. This is consistent with our space-time
uncertainty relation. In particular, this shows that we cannot probe arbitrarily short
distances even if both energy and momentum transfer increase without limit. The
fact that the right hand side vanishes in the limit  ! 0 or  implies only that this
inequality (3.21) is far from being saturated. For example, if we use (3.27) and (3.28) in
the limit ! 0 of forward scattering, we nd ~x2 ! sin 2 ! 0 and ~x1 = O(1) which
indicate that the components of the spatial uncertainty match between the initial and
nal states, xI2  xF2 , along the longitudinal direction while along the transverse
direction there is a spread of order one. In any case, however, we cannot trust our
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formulas for such small scattering angle, as emphasized already. For generic scattering
angle, it seems reasonable to regard the inequality as almost saturated, since there is
no preferred directions for the spatial uncertainty.
3.3. The Regge limit and space-time uncertainties
We have studied the high-energy limit for xed scattering angle, which means high-
momentum transfer s  t ! 1. Let us briefly consider the case of xed momentum
transfer t = −(k1−k3)2 = −4E2 sin2 2 , namely a limit of small scattering angle.) Since
this corresponds to extreme limit of small scattering angle, the above discussion suggests
that we cannot expect information more than some matching conditions between initial
and nal spatial uncertainties. The high energy behavior is dominated by the exchange
of Regge poles. In string theory, the leading Regge trajectory is that of graviton. Hence,
the tree (invariant) amplitude is given by
Atree(s; t)  g2 1
t
(−is=8)2+t=4: (3.31)
As is well known, however, this behavior is actually incompatible30) with unitarity
for suciently high energies. To recover unitarity, it is again necessary to resum the
whole perturbation series. This problem has been investigated in ref.31) using the
method of Reggeon calculus. It was shown that the series can be summed into an
(operatorial) eikonal form in the region of large impact parameter, or equivalently, in
the region of small momentum transfer in the present momentum representation. In
particular, the tree form (3.31) is justied only when the eikonal is very small where
1=b  pt < (g2s)−1=(D−4)  1 is satised. This is essentially the classical region. By
applying the same method as above to the tree amplitude (3.31) in this region, we
obtain the uncertainty in time,
T  @
@E
log s  1=E  1: (3.32)











































where  is the choice of relative sign between the energy and angle variations in making
comparison of (3.20). In conformity with the tendency found in the xed-angle case,
the spatial uncertainties along the longitudinal direction 2 match between initial and
nal states. This is as it should be since the space-time uncertainty relation requires
that the longitudinal spatial uncertainty would increase with energy (or decrease of
interaction time). The growth of the longitudinal size of string with decreasing time
uncertainty would be impossible unless the uncertainties match between the initial and
nal states along that direction. On the other hand, along the transverse directions,
∗) For a previous analysis of high-energy string scattering with xed momentum transfer, see29).
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(3.33) indicates that the average uncertainty spreads without limit as the momentum
transfer vanishes, corresponding to the exchange of massless graviton. The singular
behavior of (3.33) in t is produced by the pole at t = 0 of the Regge amplitude.
This is also consistent with the growth of the longitudinal length of strings. From
the s-channel viewpoint, it is very dicult to imagine the generation of long-range
interactions without the rapid growth of the string extension.
That the high-energy Regge behavior of string amplitudes, at least only with its
simplest 2-2 elastic scattering, can only be utilized for a consistency check of the space-
time uncertainty relation might seem somewhat disappointing. However, this is in-
evitable in view of the number of the variables available in the scattering amplitude
and its kinematical structure.
We note that our method of estimating the interaction region directly from the
high-energy behavior is not sensitive enough to x the Regge intercept: For the prop-
erty T  1=E, only the power behavior with respect to energy with xed momentum
transfer is relevant and the value of intercept, including its sign, cannot be detected.
Actually in the Regge limit, this information of the Regge intercept, namely, the exis-
tence of massless states such as graviton and photon in string theory, may be regarded
as a consequence of the space-time uncertainty relation. It has long been known32) in
light-cone string theory that there is a simple geometrical explanation for the intercept
of the Regge trajectory of string theory. We can adapt this geometrical interpretation
for the space-time uncertainty relation as follows.
Consider the elastic scattering of two strings, p1 + p2 ! p3 + p4 in the extreme
forward region where the longitudinal momenta p+1 and p
+
3 is very large compared with
others. Namely, we choose a sort of the laboratory frame instead of the center-of-mass
frame. If we treat the high-momentum state as the target string and the low-momentum
state as the projectile string, it is natural to represent the interaction by the insertion
of the vertex operators corresponding to the absorption and emission of the projectile
string onto the target string state. In this case, the projectile string can eectively be
treated as a probe with small longitudinal extension, since the momentum associated
with the vertex operator is small. On the other hand, by reversing the roles of projectile
and target strings we see that the intermediate state induced by the interaction has a
large longitudinal extension. Also, by repeating the foregoing analysis of the Regge limit
in the present frame, we can see that the interaction time is small and the longitudinal
extension associated with initial and nal states must match to each other in the Regge
limit. Note that main dierence of the situation from the center-of-mass frame is only
s  p+1 p−2 , instead of s  E2. This means that the probability for the interaction for
the forward scattering is proportional to its longitudinal length which can be regarded
as being proportional to the longitudinal momenta, since the interaction of strings are
regarded as occurring independently at each segment of the target string.) With the
identication of the longitudinal length and the longitudinal momentum in accordance
∗) Here it is important that the string is a continuous object. If, for example, we consider some
object with only discrete and nite number degrees of freedom, such as the old bilocal eld theory,
we cannot expect to generate graviton or any massless particles naturally even if the nonlocality is
managed to increase as the interaction time decreases. As this remark suggests, it seems very dicult
to construct reasonable theoretical framework other than string theory such that it contains gravity
and satises the space-time uncertainty relation.
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with the space-time uncertainty relation, this means that the probability amplitude
(or the total cross section using optical theorem) in the tree approximation linearly
grows with the large longitudinal momentum p+1  p+3 . For the invariant amplitude
this amounts to the Regge intercept (0) = 2. If we only consider the open string
interactions neglecting the closed string, the same argument leads to (0) = 1, since
the interaction only occurs at the string end point and hence the probability is constant
in the high-energy limit.
3.4. A remark: minimum nonlocality ?
Finally we remark that there is no guarantee that the Borel summation of the
leading behaviors of the perturbation series gives the unique nonperturbative answer.
Therefore, the formula which we have relied upon for studying the xed angle scattering
may not be completely correct due to some nonperturbative eects that have not been
taken into account in the Borel summation.
However, at least for a certain nite range of string coupling including the weak
coupling regime, it seems reasonable to regard the properties found here as evidencing
the following viewpoint on the space-time uncertainty relation. Namely, the space-time
uncertainty relation is a natural principle which characterizes string theory nonpertur-
batively as being minimally but critically departed from the usual framework of local
eld theory for resolving the ultraviolet diculties. This view may be supported by
recalling that the high-energy behavior (3.25) with xed scattering angle almost sat-
urates the fastest allowed decrease of the form, exp(−f()ps log s), derived in ref.33).
The proof of this theorem uses, apart from the usual analyticity and unitarity, the as-
sumptions of polynomial boundedness in the energy for xed t and also of the existence
of a mass gap. The latter is not certainly satised in the presence of graviton. However,
that this lower bound is just the behavior, up to logarithms, corresponding to a satura-
tion of the space-time uncertainty relation, as is exhibited by (3.30) is very suggestive.
We may say that ‘locality’ is almost satised in some eective sense in string theory
from the viewpoint of analyticity property of scattering amplitudes.) The space-time
uncertainty relation may be interpreted as the basic principle for introducing nonlo-
cality in a way which does not contradict the property of scattering amplitude whose
validity is usually expected for local eld theories.
§4. The meaning of space-time uncertainty relation
Now that we have checked the consistency of the space-time uncertainty relation
with high-energy string scattering, let us study its implications from a more general
standpoint. Since the relation expresses a particular way by which string theory deals
with the short distance structure of space-time, we expect that it should predict (or ex-
plain) some characteristic features of string theory, when combined with other physical
characteristics of the theory.
∗) In the literature, we can nd another approach to locality in string theory based on the commu-
tation relation of string elds34)35). It would be an interesting problem to connect the latter approach
to our space-time uncertainty relation.
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4.1. Characteristic scale for microscopic black holes in string theory
We rst consider an implication to microscopic gravitational phenomenon. Usually,
the characteristic scale of quantum gravity is assumed to be the Planck scale, which
in ten dimensional string theory is equal to ‘P  g1=4s ‘s corresponding to the ten
dimensional Newton constant G10  g2s‘8s. Indeed, if we neglect the eect of higher
massive modes of string theory, this would be the only relevant scale. Let us consider
what is the limitation for the notion of classical space-time from this viewpoint against
the possible formation of black holes in the short distance regime. Suppose that we
probe the space-time structure at a small resolution of order T along the time direction.
This necessarily induces an uncertainty E  1=T of energy. Let us require that the
ordinary flat space-time structure is qualitatively preserved at the microscopic level
by demanding that no virtual horizon is encountered, associated with this uncertainty
of energy. Then we have to impose the condition that the minimum resolution along
spatial directions must be larger than the Schwarzschild radius corresponding to this
energy.
X > (G10=T )1=7;
leading to a ‘black-hole uncertainty relation’ ) ,
T (X)7 > G10: (4.35)
This expresses a limitation, for observers at asymptotic innity, with respect to spatial
and temporal resolutions below which the naive classical space-time picture without the
formation of microscopic black holes can no longer be applied. If we assume that the
spatial and temporal scales are of the same order, this would lead to the familiar looking
relation T  X > ‘P : However, in the presence of some stable massive particle state
in probing the short distance scales such as D-particle, this assumption may not be
necessarily true, and we should in general treat the two scales independently.
Furthermore, it is important to remember that the relation (4.35) does not forbid
smaller spatial scales than X in principle. Suppose we use as a probe a suciently
heavy particle, such as a D-particle in the weak string-coupling regime. We can then
neglect the extendedness of wave function and localize the particle in an arbitrarily
small region. In this limit, classical general relativity can be a good approximation.
But general relativity only requires the existence of local time, and hence we cannot
forbid the formation of black holes. It only says that we cannot read the clock on
the particle inside the black hole from asymptotic region at innity. If we suppose a
local observer (namely just another particle) sitting somewhere apart in a local frame
which falls into the black hole, it is still meaningful to talk about the local space-time
structure at scales which exceed the condition (4.35), since the extendedness of wave
packet of a suciently heavy particle can, in principle, be less than the limitation set
by (4.35). In connection with this, it should be kept in mind that the above condition
only corresponds to the restriction for the formation of microscopic black holes. For
example, for light probes instead of a very heavy one, we have to take into account the
usual quantum mechanical spread of wave functions, as we will do later in deriving the
characteristic scale of D-particle scattering.
∗) Similar relations have been considered by other authors independently of string theory. However
our interpretation is somewhat dierent from other works. See for example36).
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Despite a similarity on its appearance to (4.35), the space-time uncertainty relation
of full string theory places the limitation in principle, beyond which we can never probe
the space-time structure by any experiments allowed in string theory;
TX > ‘2s: (4.36)
Note that such a strong statement is acceptable in string theory, because it is a well-
dened theory resolving the ultraviolet problems. The nature of the condition (4.35)
is therefore quite dierent from (4.36). In this situation, the most important scale
corresponding to the truly stringy phenomena is where these two limitations of dierent
kinds meet. Namely, beyond this crossover point, it becomes completely meaningless
to talk about the classical geometry of black hole, and hence it is where the true
limitation on the validity of classical general relativity must be set. The critical scales
Tc and Xc corresponding to the crossover are obtained by substituting the relation







Xc  g1=3s ‘s; Tc  g−1=3s ‘s: (4.38)
Interestingly enough, we have derived the well known eleven dimensional M-theory
scale
‘M = g1=3s ‘s = Xc (4.39)












Fig. 1. This diagram schematically shows the structure of the space-time uncertainty relation and
the black hole uncertainty relation. The critical point is where the two relations meet.
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To appreciate the meaning of the critical scales, it is useful to look at the diagram
in Fig. 1. We see clearly that for t < Tc there is no region where the concept of mi-
croscopic black hole associated with quantum fluctuation is meaningful. On the other
hand, in the region t > Tc, there is a small region where (t)−1‘2s < x < Xc is
satised and hence the black hole formation at the microscopic level may be meaningful
in string theory. The importance of this region increases as the string coupling grows
larger. In the limit of weak string coupling where Tc ! 1 and Xc ! 0, there is
essentially no fluctuations of space-time metric corresponding to the formation of mi-
croscopic black holes. Unfortunately, the space-time uncertainty relation alone cannot
predict more detailed properties of stringy black holes at microscopic scales. It is an
important future problem to explore the physics in this region in string theory.
4.2. Characteristic scale of D-particle dynamics
In the case of high-energy string scattering, we could not probe the region X <
T . To overcome this barrier, we need massive stable particles. The point-like D-brane,
i.e D-particle, of the type IIA superstring theory is an ideal agent in this context, at
least for suciently weak string coupling, since its mass is proportional to 1=gs and
its stability is guaranteed by the BPS property. The derivation of the characteristic
scale of D-particle interactions has been given in two previous works37)38). However,
for the purposes of selfcontainedness and for comparison with the result of the previous
subsection, we repeat the argument here with some clarications.
Suppose that the region we are trying to probe by the scattering of two D-particles
is of order X. Since the characteristic spatial extension of open strings mediating the
D-particles is then of the order X, we can use the space-time uncertainty relation.
The space-time uncertainty relation demands that the characteristic velocity v of D-





since the period of time required for the experiment is of order T  X=v. Note the
last relation is due to the fact that T is the time interval during which the length
of the open string is of the order X. This gives the order of the magnitude for the




Thus to probe shorter spatial distances than the time scale, X  T , we have to use
D-particles with small velocity v  1. However, the slower the velocity is and hence
the longer the interaction time is, the larger is the spreading of the wave packet.
Xw  Twv  gs
v
‘s (4.41)
since the ordinary time-energy uncertainty relation says that the uncertainly of the
velocity is of order wv  gsv−1=2 for the time interval of order T  v−1=2‘s. To
probe the range of spatial distance X, we must have X > Xw. Combining these
two conditions, we see that the shortest spatial length is given by
X  g1=3s ‘s (4.42)
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and the associated time scale is
T  g−1=3s ‘s: (4.43)
Thus the minimal scales of D-particle-D-particle scattering coincide with the critical
scales for microscopic black holes derived above. In other words, the minimal scales
of D-particle scattering is just characterized by the condition that the fluctuation of
the metric induced by the D-particle scattering is automatically restricted so that no
microscopic black holes are formed during a scattering process. Indeed, we can get the
same scales from the black-hole uncertainty relation (4.35) by putting the restriction
T=mX  X for the spreading of the wave packet of a free particle with mass
m  1=gs‘s which is localized in the spatial uncertainty of order X, conforming to the
above agreement.
In view of this interpretation of the scale of D-particle dynamics, the agreement
between D-particle scales and those for microscopic black hole formation is consistent
with a seemingly surprising fact that the eective supersymmetric Yang-Mills quantum
mechanics, which is formulated on a flat Minkowski background and does not at least
manifestly have any degrees of freedom of gravitational eld, can reproduce39)40)41) the
gravitational interaction of type IIA supergravity, or equivalently, of the 11 dimensional
supergravity with vanishingly small compactication radius R11 = gs‘s, in the weak
string-coupling (perturbative) regime. Naively, we expect that the supergravity approx-
imation to string theory is only valid at scales which are larger than the string scale ‘s.
On the other hand, the Yang-Mills approximation keeping only the lowest string modes
is in general regarded as being reliable in the regime where the lengths of open strings
connecting D-particles are small compared with the string scale. However, the consid-
eration of the previous subsection indicates that truly stringy gravitational phenomena
are characterized by the critical scales Ts  g−1=3s ‘s  ‘s;Xc  g1=3s ‘s  ‘s. Given
the fact that the Yang-Mills approximation to string theory is characterized precisely
by the same scales, the compatibility of Yang-Mills approximation with supergravity
can naturally be accepted as a consistency check of our chain of ideas at a ‘phenomeno-
logical’ level.
It should be kept in mind that the present discussion is not of course sucient
for explaining the agreement of the Yang-Mills description with supergravity at long
distance regime. Why such Yang-Mills models can simulate gravity is still largely in the
realm of mystery, since Yang-Mills theory has no symmetry corresponding to general
coordinate transformation and also that it has no manifest Lorentz invariance, either
as an eective 10D theory or as an innite-momentum frame description of 11D theory
following the Matrix-theory conjecture. At least in the lowest order one-loop approxi-
mation39), the agreement is explained by the constraint coming from supersymmetry.
It seems hard to believe, however, that the global supersymmetry alone can explain
the quantitative agreement of 3-body interactions found in41) which is a genuinely non-
linear eect of supergravity. But this might turn out to be a wrong prejudice. For a
recent detailed discussion on the role of supersymmetry in general Yang-Mills matrix
models, see42) and references cited therein.
As a next topic of this subsection, we consider the D-particle scales from a slightly
dierent viewpoint of degrees-of-freedom counting. Although the space-time uncer-
tainty relation is rst derived by a reinterpretation of the ordinary quantum mechanical
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uncertainty relation between energy and time, the fact that it puts a limitation on the
observable length scales suggests that it should also imply a drastic modication on
the counting of physical degrees of freedom. Let us consider how it aects the quan-
tum state itself in the case of D-particles. The discussion of the previous subsection
on D-particle scales emphasized the possible scale probed by a dynamical process of
scattering. It is not obvious whether the same scale is relevant for restricting the gen-
eral quantum state. The following derivation of the scale suggests that the same scale
indeed is important from this viewpoint too.
Consider a state of a D-particle which is localized within a spatial uncertainty
X. The ordinary Heisenberg relation pX > 1, which is the usual restriction on






On the other hand, the space-time uncertain relation reflecting the interaction of D-
particles through open strings implies the condition (4.40) for the minimum meaningful




Thus again we have the same restriction on the scale of localization X > g1=3s ‘s of
a D-particle for a restriction to quantum state too. In the M-theory interpretation
of D-particle, this is consistent with the holographic behavior that the minimum bit
of quantum information stored in a D-particle state is identied with the unit of cell
whose volume in the transverse dimensions is of order of 11 dimensional Planck volume
‘911  g3s‘9s  (X)9.
Finally, we explain how these characteristic scales of D-particle dynamics are em-
bodied in the eective Yang-Mills quantum mechanics: It can best be formulated by a
symmetry property, called ‘generalized conformal symmetry’ which was proposed in the







DtXiDtXi + iDt +
1
4gs‘5s
[Xi;Xj ]2 − ::::) (4.44)
of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills matrix quantum mechanics is invariant under the
transformations
Xi ! Xi; t! −1t; gs ! 3gs; (4.45)
KXi = 2tXi; K t = −t2; Kgs = 6tgs; (4.46)
which together with the trivial time translation symmetry form an SO(2,1) algebra.
This shows that the characteristic scales of the theory are indeed nothing but (4.42)
and (4.43). Combining with the fact that the same symmetry is satised in the classical
metric of the D0 solution of type IIA supergravity and with a help of some constraints
due to supersymmetry, it was demonstrated in43) that the generalized conformal sym-
metry can determine the eective D0 action as a probe to all orders in velocity expan-
sion, within the eikonal approximation neglecting time derivatives of velocity.
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An important remark here is that the supersymmetry of the model plays a crucial
role for ensuring that the D-particles can be free when the distances among them are
suciently large. Without the supersymmetry we would have nonvanishing zero-point
energies. The zero-point energies contribute to the eective static potential which grows
linearly as distances. That would render the scattering experiment impossible. If we
assume the scaling symmetry (4.45), the eective for two-body scattering in general















with cp being numerical constants. The zero-point oscillation corresponds to the rst
term p = 0. It is well known that the supersymmetry eliminates the next term p = 1
too, and the eective interaction starts from the p = 2 term v4=r7.
As a further remark, we note that the product Xt of small variations is invariant
under the above transformations, suggesting that the generalized conformal symme-
try may be a part of more general transformations which characterize the algebraic
structure associated with the space-time uncertainty relations. Just like the canonical
structure of classical phase space is transformed into Hilbert space of physical states in
quantum theory which is characterized by the ‘unitary structure’, such a characteriza-
tion might lead to some appropriate mathematical structure underlying the space-time
uncertainty relation. Exploring along this direction might be an important future di-
rection. However, this issue will not be addressed in the present paper. To carry out
it meaningfully, we denitely need more data.
For example, the Yang-Mills models of above type cannot describe the system
with both D-branes and anti D-branes. Once the D-branes and anti D-branes are
both included47), we have no justication for the approximation retaining only the
lowest string modes, as the following argument shows. In the simplest approximation








If we assume that the space-time uncertainty relation is saturated, the relation r2  v‘2s
leads to an estimate of the characteristic length scale as rc  g1=11s ‘s which is smaller
than the string scale ‘s in the weak coupling region, while it is somewhat larger than
the critical spatial scale of D-particle-D-particle scattering. Since, however, the string
scale ‘s is just the characteristic scale corresponding to the instability, we have to take
into account tachyon, and all higher modes too which are characterized by the same
string scale, in terms of open strings. In the case of pure D-particle systems, the validity
of retaining only the lowest open string modes and consistency with supergravity at
least in the lowest order approximation in the weak string coupling was ensured by
the supersymmetry: It leads to the fact that both short-distance and long-distance
forces are described by the lowest Yang-Mills modes alone in the approximation of
one graviton exchange. Without manifest supersymmetry, however, there is no such
mechanism which may ensure the validity of eld-theory approximation.
A conclusion of this simple argument is that the D-particle and anti-D-particle
system cannot be assumed to saturate the space-time uncertainty relation. In fact, if
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r7 , we get a much larger spatial scale of order X  g
−1=5
s ‘s  ‘s. If we
further assume that the scattering occurs through a metastable resonant state, the
characteristic time scale is T  g−7=5s ‘s which leads to XT  g−8=5s ‘2s  ‘2s. It
seems that the saturation of the space-time uncertainty relation is expected only for
some particularly symmetric systems, such as the systems satisfying the BPS condition
and the generalized conformal symmetry. This expectation is also in accord with the
result of high-energy xed angle (or high-momentum transfer) scattering of strings,
if one supposes that through the high-energy xed angle scattering we are probing a
regime where the symmetry is much enhanced.
At this juncture, it is perhaps worth remarking also that the generalized con-
formal symmetry is regarded as the underlying symmetry for the so-called DLCQ
interpretation of the Yang-Mills matrix model. We can freely change the engineer-
ing scales in analyzing the system. Thus, if one wants to keep the numerical value
of the transverse dimensions, we perform a rescaling t ! −1t;Xi ! −1Xi; ‘s !
−1‘s simultaneously with the generalized scaling transformation leading to the scal-
ing t ! −2t;Xi ! Xi; R ! 2R and ‘11 ! ‘11 which can be interpreted as the
kinematical boost transformation along the 11th direction which is compactied with
radius R11 = gs‘s. Alternatively, we can keep the numerical value of time or en-
ergy by making a rescaling t ! t; Xi ! Xi; ‘s ! ‘s, leading to the scaling
t ! t; R ! 4R;Xi ! 2Xi; ‘11 ! 2‘11 and ‘s ! ‘s, which is in fact equivalent to
the ‘tilde’ transformation utilized in48) in trying to justify the Matrix theory for nite
N . Note that although the second case makes the string length ‘s small by assuming
small , the length scale of transverse directions smaller than the string scale is always
sent to even smaller length scale (< 2‘s). For further discussions and applications of
the generalized conformal symmetry in D-brane dynamics, we refer the reader to our
papers cited above. Here we only mention that the generalized conformal symmetry
provides a basis for the extension of the AdS/CFT correspondence for the Yang-Mills
matrix model. The concrete computation of the correlators led to somewhat unexpected
but suggestive results with respect to the question of the compatibility of Lorentz in-
variance and holography in Matrix-theory conjecture, as fully discussed in45)46).
4.3. Interpretation of black-hole complementarity and UV-IR correspondence
In the rst part of the present section, we have emphasized the relevance of the
space-time uncertainty relation to the question of formation of microscopic black holes
by the fluctuation of space-time geometry. Is it relevant also for macroscopic black
holes? Qualitatively at least, one thing is clear. For the external observer sitting
outside black holes, strings are seen to more and more spread as they approach to the
horizon, because of the innite time delay near the horizon. Namely, for the observer
far from the horizon, the uncertainty of time becomes small T ! 0 without limit
as strings approach to the horizon. The space-time uncertainty relation then demands
that the spatial uncertainty increases as X  ‘2s=T ! 1 without limit. This
phenomenon is the basis for the proposal of implementing the principle of ‘black-hole
complementarity’49) in terms of string theory by Susskind50) in 1993. The general space-
time uncertainty relation (2.2) proposed earlier just conforms to this principle of black-
hole physics. In fact, a version of the space-time uncertainty relation has been rederived
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in light-cone string theory in50) from the viewpoint of black-hole complementarity.
However, starting from the microscopic string theory, it is in general an extremely
dicult dynamical question how to deal with macroscopic black holes, involving string
interactions in essential ways and resulting in the macroscopic scales quite distant from
the fundamental string scale. So we cannot be completely sure what are the concrete
physical consequences of the above general property of strings near the horizon. In
the present subsection, we give a reinterpretation of the Beckenstein-Hawking entropy
of macroscopic black hole from the viewpoint of the space-time uncertainty relation
following the general idea of black-hope complementarity. Although most of what we
discuss here may be dierent ways of expressing the things which have been discussed
previously, we hope that our presentation at least has a merit of looking important
things from a new angle.
As already alluded to in our derivation of the space-time uncertainty relation,
one of the crucial property of a free string, which is responsible for the space-time
uncertainty principle, is its large degeneracy d(E)  exp k‘sE as energy increases. It is
reasonable to suppose that this property is not qualitatively spoiled by the interaction
of strings which must be denitely taken into account for the treatment of macroscopic
phenomenon.
Based on this expectation, our fundamental assumption is that the entropy of
macroscopic Schwarzschild black hole is given by
S = logW  Xeff=‘s (4.48)
where Xeff is the eective spatial uncertainty of the state. The space-time uncer-
tainty relation then leads to a lower bound in terms of the eective uncertainty Teff
along time direction as,
S > ‘s=Teff : (4.49)
Intuitively, the motivation for this proposal should be clear : We have replaced the
energy by the uncertainties in the formula of degeneracy W  d(E) of a free string
state. In particular, the form Xeff=‘s is natural if we assume that the macroscopic
state is eectively described as a single string state with eective longitudinal length
Xeff corresponding to the eective spatial uncertainty. The assumption that near a
black hole horizon the state should be treated as a single string state seems natural in
view of exponentially large degeneracy, as previously argued, e.g., in50).
The eective uncertainties in general should depend on how precisely the states
are specied. The macroscopic state means that the state is specied solely by the
macroscopic variables of state, such as the mass, temperature, total angular momentum,
and so on. In the case of a Schwarzschild black hole, such macroscopic parameters are
only its mass M and its Schwarzschild radius RS . We treat these two parameters
as being independent, since the gravitational constant is regarded as an independent
dynamical parameter corresponding to the vacuum expectation value of dilaton. Now,





However, the entropy of a macroscopic state should be expressible only in terms of the
macroscopic parameters, the function f(RS‘s ;M‘s) actually depends only on the product






To x the form of the function f(x) of a single variable, we here invoke the ‘correspon-
dence principle’50)51) that the black hole entropy must be reduced to log d(M)  ‘sM
at the point where the Schwarzschild radius becomes equal to the string scale RS ! ‘s,
which immediately leads to f(x)  x, namely, the entropy of the Beckenstein form in
D dimensional space-time,
S  RSM  (GDM)1=(D−3)M  G−1D (GDM)(D−2)=(D−3) (4.51)
where GD is the Newton constant in D-dimensions, GD  g2s‘D−2s .
The characteristic eective time uncertainty T  ‘s=RSM associated with this
reinterpretation of the black hole entropy can be understood from the viewpoint of
‘stretched horizon’ which is assumed to be located at a distance of order ‘s. As is well
known, the near horizon geometry of a large Schwarzschild black hole is approximated
by the Rindler metric ds2 = −2d2R + d2 + ds2transverse whose time R is related to
the Schwarzschild time (namely time which is synchronized with a clock at innity) by
R  t=RS . The time scale at the stretched horizon   ‘s must be scaled by ‘s. Then,
a Schwarzschild time scale of order 1=M is converted to a proper time scale ‘s=RSM at
the stretched horizon. Thus the eective uncertainties are essentially the uncertainties
at the stretched horizon measured in the Rindler frame50) describing the near-horizon
geometry of a macroscopic black hole.
Our arguments, though admittedly mostly the consequences of simple dimension
counting and hence yet too crude, seems to show a basic conformity of the space-time
uncertainty principle to black hole entropy, and perhaps to the property of holography
52)53), which is expected to be satised in any well-dened quantum theory of gravity.
The information of a macroscopic black hole is encoded within the spatial uncertainty
of order Xeff  RSM‘s. Or in terms of time, this corresponds to the eective time
resolution of order Teff  ‘s=RSM at the lower bound for the entropy. At rst sight,
the last relation may look unwieldily counter intuitive, since it suggests a time scale
much smaller than the string scale for understanding a macroscopic object. But it is not
so surprising if we recall that this is precisely where the black-hole horizon plays the role
as the agent for producing an innite delay with respect to time duration. Although
the horizon is not singular at all in terms of classical local geometry, it plays a quite
singular role in terms of quantum theory, which cannot be formulated in terms of local
geometry alone because of the superposition principle. This is one of the fundamental
conflicts between general relativity and quantum theory, from a conceptual viewpoint.
The space-time uncertainty relation demands that this conflict should be resolved by
abandoning the simultaneous locality with respect to both time and space. In the
previous section, we have seen that such a weakening of locality does not directly
contradict the analyticity of S-matrix.
The proposed general form (4.48), in particular, its lower bound (4.49) suggests
that to decode the information, it is in general necessary to make the time resolution
large by appropriately averaging over the time scale, in accordance with a viewpoint
expressed in54) in the context of Matrix theory. The time averaging in turn liberates the
information stored in the spatial uncertainties and hence reduces the value of entropy.
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For an observer outside black-hole horizon, decoding the whole information stored inside
requires an observation of innitely long time.
In connection with holography, we nally remark on the connection of the space-
time uncertainty relation with the so-called UV-IR correspondence56), which is familiar
in the recent literature of AdS/CFT correspondence57). In brief, the UV-IR corre-
spondence says that UV behaviors of the Yang-Mills theory (CFT) on the boundary
corresponds to IR behaviors of supergravity in the bulk, and vice verse. On the other
hand, the space-time uncertainty relation for open strings mediating D-branes leads
to the similar relation that the small spatial uncertainty X in the bulk corresponds
to large uncertainties T along the time-like direction on the brane at the boundary.
Thus, they seem to be equivalent in the sense that UV and IR are correlated in the bulk
and boundary. However, with a little scrutiny there is a small discrepancy in that the
UV-IR relation is the statement involving classical supergravity and consequently that
it only requires a macroscopic scale characterized by the curvature near the horizon,
which is given as Rads  (gsN)1=4‘s. In contrast with this, the space-time uncertainty
relation only involves the string scale ‘s. This puzzle is resolved as suggested essentially
in55) if we convert the uncertainty along the time-like direction into the spatial one on
the brane at the boundary. Since, for the brane, open strings behave as electric sources,
the uncertainty T with respect to time are translated typically into the self energy




by using the well known fact that the eective Coulomb coupling for the superconformal
Yang-Mills theory is (gsN)1=4  (g2Y MN)1=4. This leads to Xbulk Xbrane  R2ads
which is the one actually used in56)55), for a derivation of the holographic bound for
the entropy of D3-branes. Note that here we are using the standard AdS coordinate
used in57) instead of that of56). The infrared cuto of order Xbulk  Rads amounts
to the ultraviolet cuto of order Xbrane  Rads for D-branes at the boundary. For
D3 brane wrapping around a 3-torus of volume L3, the degree of freedom is then
Ndof  N2L3=R3c = L3R5c=G10:
We emphasize that the holography and UV-IR correspondence are statements of
macroscopic nature, involving only macroscopic parameters in their general expressions.
In fact, black-hole entropy bound and more general holographic bound have been ar-
gued (see58) and references therein) to follow from the second law of thermodynamics,
generalized to gravitating systems. In contrast to this, the space-time uncertainty re-
lation is a general principle of microscopic nature, characterized directly by the string
scale without any macroscopic variables. Hence, in applying the space-time uncer-
tainty relation to macroscopic physics, it is in general necessary to make appropriate
conversions of the scales in various ways depending on dierent physical situations, as
exemplied typically by (4.48), (4.50) and (4.52). Qualitative conformity of the micro-
scopic space-time uncertainty relation with holography suggests that the former can be
a consistent microscopic principle which underlies correctly the required macroscopic
properties. As emphasized above, the departure of string theory from the framework
of local eld theory seems to be minimal in its nature. But the nonlocality of string
theory as being signied by the space-time space-time uncertainty principle appears to
be sucient for coping with black-hole complementarity and holography.
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Finally, in connection with the problem of macroscopic black holes, there remains
one big problem. That is the problem of space-time singularities. Customarily, we
expect that the classical geometry breaks down around the length scale near the string
scale ‘s. From the point of view of the space-time uncertainty relation, however, we
have to discriminate the scales with respect to time and space. If we take the typical
example of Schwarzschild black hole, the singularity is a space-like region. Any object
after falling inside the horizon encounters the singularity within a nite proper time.
If one asks precisely what time it encounters the singularity, the time resolution of
the clock on the object must be suciently small. But then the space-time uncertainty
relation again tells us that the locality with respect to the spatial direction is completely
lost. Thus the classical local-geometric formulation which the existence of singularity
relies upon loses its validity. Similarly, if the singularity is time like, the locality along
the time direction is completely lost. It seems thus certain that in string theory space-
time singularities are resolved. However, it is unclear whether this way of resolving
the problem of space-time singularities has any observable signicance, characterizing
string theory.)
§5. Toward noncommutative geometric formulation
We have emphasized the role of world-sheet conformal symmetry as the origin of the
space-time uncertainty relation. As has already been alluded to in the end of subsection
2.1, such a dual relation between time and space obviously suggests some mathemati-
cal formalism which exhibits noncommutativity between operators associated to space
and time. However, usual world-sheet quantum mechanics of strings does not, at least
manifestly, show such noncommutativity. In a sense, in the ordinary world-sheet formu-
lation, use is made of a representation in which the time (center-of-mass time of string)
is diagonalized, and the spatial extension X is measured by the Hamiltonian, as is
evident in our rst intuitive derivation of the space-time uncertainty relation. Thus the
noncommutativity between space and time is indeed there in a hidden form. Are there
any alternative formulations of string quantum mechanics which explicitly exhibit the
noncommutativity? Note that we are not asking a further extension of string theory
with an additional requirement of space-time noncommutativity. What is in mind here
is a dierent representation of string theory with manifest noncommutativity, which
is however equivalent, at the level of on-shell S matrix, to the usual formulation at
least perturbatively. A dierent representation may well be more suited for o-shell
non-perturbative formulation, hopefully.
The purpose of this section is to suggest a particular possibility along this direction.
From the above consideration, we should expect the existence of a world-sheet picture
which is quite dierent from the ordinary one with respect to the choice of gauge. Let
∗) An interesting remark is that, in both cases of black-hole horizon and space-time singularity, the
increase of spatial extendedness of strings in the short time limit is coincident with those of the spatial
distances between the geodesic trajectories exhibited in the classical Schwarzschild metric.
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where e is an auxiliary eld necessary to keep the reparametrization invariance. We
will only consider the bosonic part for simplicity. The relevance of this action to the
space-time uncertainty relation has already been discussed in a previous work25) from
a slightly dierent context. There, it was shown how to transform the action into the
more familiar Polyakov formulation. Also it motivates the denition of a particular
matrix model, called ‘microcanonical matrix model’, as a tentative nonperturbative
formulation, by introducing a matrix representation of the commutation constraint
(2.5). The latter model is quite akin to the type IIB matrix model17).
From the point of view of conformal invariance, the equivalence of this action with
the ordinary formulation is exhibited by the presence of the same Virasoro condition
as the usual one. We can easily derive it as constraints in Hamiltonian formalism:
P2 + 1
40
X2 = 0; P  X = 0: (5.54)
In deriving this relation, it is essential to use the condition coming from the variation
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which we proposed to call as ‘conformal constraint’ in25). Under this circumstance,
we can proceed to the ordinary quantization with the Virasoro constraint as rst class
constraint. In this case, there is apparently no place where noncommutativity of space-
time coordinates appears. The space-time uncertainty relation is embodied in conformal
invariance which is typically represented by the Virasoro condition.
Now let us change to another possible representation of the Schild action by in-
troducing a new auxiliary eld b() which is a space-time antisymmetric tensor of
































Note that the b eld is then a world-sheet scalar. Usually, this Lagrangian is not
convenient for quantization since it contains only rst derivatives with respect to the
world-sheet (proper) time, leading to second class constraints, and there is no kinetic
term and no Hamiltonian. From the viewpoint of noncommutative space-time coordi-
nates, on the other hand, the second class constraints making identications between
∗) The original action proposed in59) did not contain the auxiliary eld e. However, an equivalent
condition was imposed by hand.
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some components of momenta and coordinates, could be the origin of the noncommuta-
tivity. If for example we assume for the moment that the external b eld is independent
of the world-sheet time, the Dirac bracket taking account the second class constraint is
fX(1);X(2)gD = 2((@b(1)−1)(1 − 2):
To see that this conforms to the space-time uncertainty relation, it is more appropriate






(2)gD = (1 − 2): (5.58)




b2 = −1 (5.59)






Then (5.58) is characteristic of the noncommutativity between target time and the
space-like extension of strings.
In general case of time dependent auxiliary eld b, it is not straightforward to
interpret the above action within the ordinary framework of canonical quantization,
since the system is no more a conserved system, with explicit time dependence in the














rather than a formal interpretation in terms of operator algebra. The path integral
in principle contains the whole information of both the operator algebra and its rep-
resentation. Let us assume the appearance of this phase factor is an indispensable
part of any quantization based on the action (5.57). Then, we can qualitatively see
a characteristic noncommutativity between time and space directions directly in this
phase factor for general case. To avoid a complication associated with the boundary
we restrict ourselves to closed strings in the following discussions.
First, in the presence of this phase factor, the most dominant conguration for
the b eld for generic world-sheet conguration of the string coordinates are those
with the smallest possible absolute values allowed under the constraint (5.59). For,
the larger the absolute value of b is, the cancellation of the path integral over the
world-sheet coordinate becomes stronger. So let us rst consider the case where the
spatial components are zero bij = 0, leading b20i = 
2. The eect of spatial components
bij , corresponding to the noncommutativity among spatial coordinates, will be briefly
described later. Under this approximation, dependence on the world-sheet coordinate
in the b eld satisfying the constraint is expressed as a local O(D−1) rotation belonging
to a coset O(D − 1)=O(D − 2),
b0i(; ) = Sri(; ): (5.60)
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Here we represent the coset element by the matrix elements Sri with r being the radial
direction for deniteness.
Let us now choose the time-like gauge
@X
0 = 0
and treat the target time as a globally dened dynamical variable on the world-sheet













We can interpret this phase factor as arising from the product of short-time (with








[d ~XdS(; )]hX0( + 1
2
)j ~X; @Sih ~X; @SjX0( − 12)i (5
.61)
































at each instant of world-sheet time. But the phase factors as exhibited in (5.62) or
(5.63) directly lead to an uncertainty relation of the following form, just by the same
mechanism as the ordinary Fourier transformation,










with respect to the orders of magnitude for uncertainties in the path integral. We note
that (5.65) is invariant under reparametrization with respect to . Furthermore, the
latter is acceptable as a measure for the spatial uncertainty, since it locally measures
the length along the tangent of the prole of closed strings at xed world-sheet time
including the possibility of multiple winding, provided it does not vanish. In particular,
when Xi() and Sri() as two vectors are parallel to each other along the string, it
precisely agrees with the proper length measured along the string. For general random
congurations of the orientation of these vectors, (5.65) is a possible general denition
of the length of a string in a coarse-grained form.
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The eect of spatial components bij can be taken into account if we generalize the
local rotation to local Lorentz group O(D− 1; 1) in (5.60). This is due to the fact that
we can restrict the component of the auxiliary eld b to those which have nonvanishing
product bab@aX@bX . Since the antisymmetric tensor  = ab@aX@bX=2 can
locally be transformed to that corresponding to a time-like two-dimensional plane,)
we can assume a parametrization, say b = S0Sr using the rotation matrix of
O(D − 1; 1). This leads to a correction to the denition of the spatial uncertainty as









Also, there arises an induced noncommutativity among the spatial components, corre-







dd _XiX 0j(S0iSrj − S0jSri)

:
This should be interpreted as the residual noncommutativity which is necessary to
preserve Lorentz invariance in the presence of the primary noncommutativity between
time and space.
Although a more rigorous formulation is desirable, our discussion seems to already
suggest a quite remarkable possibility that the space-time noncommutativity alone
governs the essential features of the dynamics. This would not be so surprising if we
remember that the space-time uncertainty relation can be regarded as a reinterpreta-
tion of the time-energy uncertainty relation. As such, its proper formulation would
necessarily amount to formulating the Hamiltonian appropriately, as should have been
clear from our foregoing discussions.
Of course, this particular formalism does not seem convenient for performing con-
crete computations of string amplitudes, at least by technical tools presently available
for us. Also, our discussion, being based upon the world-sheet picture, is yet pertur-
bative in its nature. As we have stressed, the space-time uncertainty relation should
be valid nonperturbatively, and hence must be ultimately reformulated without relying
upon the world-sheet picture on the basis of some framework which is second-quantized
from the outset. The connection with matrix models discussed in a previous work25)
is certainly suggestive toward a nonperturbative formulation, but unfortunately seems
lacking yet some key ingredients for a denitive formulation. We hope, however, that
the above argument gives some impetus for further investigations toward really nonper-
turbative and calculable formulations in the future. For example, from the viewpoint
of an analogy between classical phase space and space-time that we have mentioned
in discussing the generalized conformal transformation, the study of the most general






b might be a direction
to be pursued.
In connection with this, it might be possible to reinterpret directly the action
(5.57) as a generalized deformation quantization of space-time geometry itself. This
expectation also suggests a formulation from the viewpoint of M-theory by interpreting
∗) In terms of invariants, this corresponds to the following property. Let 2 =  . Then 
2
 =
Tr()=2. Thus there is only one independent Lorentz invariant.
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the world sheet of strings as a section of membrane, and using a sort of the formalism
related to the Nambu bracket60). We also mention that to make the comparison with
local eld theory, the approach suggested in61) might be of some relevance in the case
of open strings. We left all these possibilities as challenging and promising problems
for the future.
Most of the readers must have noticed a similarity of the appearance of noncom-
mutativity with that of the recent discussions of noncommutative Yang-Mills theory
based on D-branes. An obvious dierence is that our b eld is a world-sheet eld which
is always there without the presence of the external space-time B eld. Note that we
obtained the noncommutativity in the sense of target space-time from the world sheet
b eld in the bulk of string world sheet. But this noncommutativity is nothing but
another representation of the space-time uncertainty relation already exhibited in the
usual formulation with manifest conformal symmetry. Also, in our case, the dominant
components of the b eld is the time-like components b0i, contrary to the space-like
components of B eld in62)63). If we had treated D-branes using the above formulation
based on the Schild action for open strings attached to D-branes by adding the constant
space-time Bij eld, we would get the noncommutativiy between time and space direc-
tions as above along the D-brane world volume, in addition to the noncommutativity
among spatial directions along D-branes in association with Bij .
Our approach to noncommutativity is also quite dierent from that of64) in type
IIB matrix models. However, since the Schild action is intimately connected to the
type IIB matrix model, it would be very interesting to seek some possible relation with
it.
We emphasize again that the noncommutativity exhibited in the present section
between time and space is a property which is intrinsic to the dynamics of fundamental
strings, and is nothing to do with the presence or absence of the external B eld. Of
course, the space-time B eld is automatically contained as a state of closed strings in
any valid formulation of string theory. In quantum theory, we have to take into account
of its vacuum fluctuation. In this broad sense, these two dierent origins of space-time
noncommutativity might be united in some nonperturbative framework, by identifying
the fluctuation of the space-time B eld and the world sheet b eld self-consistently.
§6. Further remarks
In this nal section, we discuss some miscellaneous questions which have not been
treated in the preceding sections and may sometimes become the sources of confusion.
We also comment on some future possibilities.
Frame dependence, (p; q) strings, and S-duality
Since the space-time uncertainty relation is a statement which contains a dimen-
sionful parameter ‘s, we have to specify the frame for the metric in the sense of Weyl
transformation, with respect to which the string length parameter is dened. In the
foregoing discussions, we were always tacitly assuming that the string length ‘s is the





   using the standard conformal gauge. Therefore the frame of the space-time metric
g(X) which should be used for the space-time uncertainty relation is the so-called
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string frame metric. This is important when we consider the S-duality transformation,
under which the string metric is not invariant.
Suppose we start with the fundamental string ((1; 0) string) in type IIB theory
and make a S-duality transformation which send (1; 0) strings to (p; q) strings. In the
original (1,0) picture, the other (p; q) strings are soliton excitations. Therefore, their
interaction and motion are governed by the fundamental strings. In this sense, the
space-time uncertainty relation must be satised using the original string frame metric
at least in a weak coupling regime where the tension of (1,0) string is smaller than (p,
q strings, provided we correctly identify the uncertainties. Note that the same can be
said for other higher dimensional D-branes. ) As long as we consider them in the
weak string coupling regime with respect to the original fundamental string, whole of
the dynamics is basically expressible in terms of the fundamental strings. Although
we now know that string theory is full of objects of various dimensions, they cannot
be treated in a completely democratic way from the point of view of real dynamics of
them.
However, if we want to use the picture in which the (p; q) string is now treated as
fundamental one in the regime where the transformed string coupling g(p;q)s = exp(p;q)
is weak and hence the original string coupling is in general in a strong-coupling regime,
we have to use the world-sheet action of the (p; q) string to describe the dynamics.
Then it is essential to shift our frame correspondingly. Namely, the space-time string
metric must also be transformed by the same S-duality transformation. This precisely
cancels the dierence of tensions between (1; 0) and (p; q). This is of course as it should
be as far as the S-duality transformation is a symmetry of the type IIB superstring
theory. The space-time uncertainty relation is therefore invariant under the S-duality
transformation. Thus at least in S-duality symmetric theories, the space-time uncer-
tainty relation must be valid for arbitrary string coupling, provided the appropriate
change of Weyl frame is made according to the transformation law of S-duality and the
uncertainties are redened correspondingly.
In formulas, it goes as follows. The world-sheet bosonic action for the (p; q) string










4(p;q) = jp− qj2 = exp((p;q) − (1;0)) (6.67)
with  = 2 + ie
−. On the other hand, the space-time string metrics are related by
g(p;q) (X) exp(−(p;q)=2) = g(1;0) (X) exp(−(1;0)=2)
∗) For a discussion of some uncertainty relations along the D-brane world volume, see65).
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with g = g
(1;0)
 , corresponding to the S-duality invariance of the Einstein frame metric.








Thus we have the space-time uncertainty relation with the same string length ‘s as that
before making the transformation.
Curved or compactied space-time, and a remark on T-duality
Another remark related to the above question is that the space-time uncertainty re-
lation must be valid qualitatively in general curved space-times allowed as backgrounds
of string theory, as far as the world-sheet conformal invariance is not violated. In this
case too, it is essential to use the string frame metric to measure the invariant (or
proper) length appropriately with respect to time and spatial directions.)
A somewhat related, but dierent question is the interpretation of T-duality from
the viewpoint of space-time uncertainty relation. T-duality says that under the com-
pactication of a spatial direction along a circle, the theory with a radius R is equivalent
with that with ‘2s=R. This is due to the mapping, n! m;R! ‘2s=R, between the mo-
mentum modes whose mass spectrum is n=R and the winding modes whose spectrum is
mR=‘2s. From the viewpoint of space-time uncertainty relation, the uncertainty with re-
spect to the former, referring only to the center-of-mass momentum, must be translated
into an uncertainty with respect to energy by
T1  R1=n1
which imply the lower bound for the spatial uncertainty X1  ‘2sn1=R1. Here we
put the label 1 to denote the uncertainty relation in theory 1. Suppose the theory
1 is mapped into a theory 2 which is compactied with a radius R2, by identifying
the spatial uncertainty X1 ! X2 = R2‘sm2 originated from the uncertainty
with respect to the winding number, giving T2  ‘2s=R2m2. Thus the uncertainty
relations of both theories are related to each other by making the mapping
n1 ! m2; m1 ! n2; R1 ! ‘2s=R2:
This is precisely the mapping of T-duality transformation. Thus T-duality is consistent
with the space-time uncertainty relation, as it should be. In connection with this,
it must be kept in mind that for the uncertainty with respect to spatial directions,
we have to take into account windings. For example, the denition of the spatial
uncertainty suggested from the Schild action as discussed in the last section indeed
naturally contains the winding eect. Another remark is that in our interpretation
T-duality is a statement about duality between short and large distances in time and
spatial directions, rather than on the existence of minimal distance as often expressed
in the literacture.
The role of supersymmetry ?
∗) For example, the discrepancy claimed in ref.67) can easily be corrected by using the proper length
appropriately.
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In our discussions, the space-time supersymmetry has not played fundamental roles.
The reason is that the supersymmetry is not directly responsible for the short distance
structure of string theory. It rather plays a central role in ensuring the theory be
well dened, at least perturbatively, at long distance regime. However, the space-time
uncertainty relation essentially demands dual roles between ultraviolet and infrared
regimes by interchanging the temporal and spatial directions. In this sense, the space-
time supersymmetry must actually be playing an important subsidiary role in order
to make the theories well-dened in both ultraviolet and infrared regimes. Such an
instance was already explained for the case of D-particle dynamics.
In connection with this, a question arises whether we have to impose, in future non-
perturbative formulations of string theory, supersymmetry as an additional assumption
which is not automatically guaranteed from the fundamental principles alone. Although
we do not know the answer, recent developments68) on unstable D-brane systems indi-
cates that the mere appearance of tachyon should no more be regarded as the criterion
of unacceptable theories. That only signies a perturbative vacuum we have to start
with is wrongly chosen. Indeed, it was recently shown by the present author69) that the
10 dimensional (orientable) open string theory with both bosons and fermions, either its
Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond or Green-Schwarz formulation, have a hidden N=2 space-time
supersymmetry automatically without making the standard GSO projection. It is an
important question whether similar interpretation is possible for closed string theories
as well.
M-theory interpretation of the space-time uncertainty relation ?
Let us next reconsider what is the relevance of the space-time uncertainty principle
to the M-theory conjecture. In section 4, we have derived the M-theory scales from
two dierent points of view, namely microscopic black hole in 10 dimensional space-
times and D-particle dynamics. In particular, the former argument shows that the
appearance of the M-theory scale can be a quite general phenomenon, not necessarily
associated with D-branes.
One of the basic elements of the M-theory conjecture is that in 11 dimensions the
role of fundamental strings is replaced by membranes, which is wrapped about the
compactied circle of radius R11 = gs‘s. From this point of view, it seems natural38)71)
to further reinterpret the space-time uncertainty relation as
TX > ‘2s  ‘3M=R11 ! T ~XX11 > ‘3M  G11 (6.68)
by setting X11  R11 as the uncertainty along the 11 the direction and X !  ~X
which is identied to be the spatial uncertainty in the 9 dimensional transverse direc-
tions. This is in accord with the membrane action with the two space-like directions are
along the world volume of membrane. In reference38), we have discussed anity of this
relation with AdS/CFT correspondence in 11 dimensions. This also motivated a study
of the Nambu bracket in70). The original stringy space-time uncertainty relation would
then be an approximation to this relation in the limit of small compactication radius.
Once we move to this viewpoint, the fundamental scale is now ‘M = ‘11  g1=3s ‘s.
Of course, any genuinely 11 dimensional eects only appear for large compactication
radius R11  ‘M . In this regime, all the characteristic scales of the theory are gov-
erned by the order ‘M . The appearance of dierent scales for time and spatial scales
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in 10 dimensions controlled by the string coupling is obviously the eect of the small
compactication scale R11.
For example, we can apply the same argument for microscopic black hole as the
criterion where truly M-theory eects take place. The black hole uncertainty relation
places a restriction in 11 dimensions as
T (X)8 > ‘9M : (6.69)
Comparing with the M-theory uncertainty relation (6.68), we nd that the critical point
is of the same order
Tc / Xc / ‘M ;
if we treat all the spatial directions equivalently, as is evident from the outset since
there can be no other scales than ‘M unless one puts them in by hands. Therefore
in this case, the dimensionless proportional coecients are very important in order
to ascertain various characteristic scales. In this sense, in M-theory, understanding
of the real nonperturbative mechanisms for generating the low-energy scales becomes
completely nonperturbative, at a much higher level than in 10 dimensional string theory.
We also note that it is straightforward to extend the Schild action approach intro-
duced in section 5 toward a noncommutative geometric formulation for the quantization
of membrane. In this case, the role of the world-sheet auxiliary eld b is played by a
world-volume 3 rank tensor eld cγ(). We can easily derive an analog of the stringy
uncertainty (5.65) for membrane.
Quite recently, it has been argued72) that the relation (6.68) is compatible with
the so-called ‘stringy exclusion principle’73) on AdS space-times, by reinterpreting an
observation made in74). Also an approach proposed in75) to the stringy exclusion prin-
ciple suggests a connection with the quantum group interpretation, another possible
manifestation of noncommutativity, of these phenomena.
A fundamental question
In the beginning of this paper, we have repeatedly stressed the importance of rein-
terpreting the role of world-sheet conformal symmetry in terms of some new language,
which is not in principle dependent upon perturbation theory, as a motivation of our
proposal of the space-time uncertainty principle. There however remains still one of the
most mysterious questions in string theory. Why does string theory contain gravity?)
Of course, we have checked the consistency of the space-time uncertainty relation with
the presence of gravity from various viewpoints. In spite of many such checks, it is
still unclear, unfortunately, what ensures the appearance of general relativity at long
distance regime. The main reason for this deciency is that we have not gained ap-
propriate understanding on the symmetries associated with the space-time uncertainty
principle in terms of the target space-time. The generalized conformal symmetry we
have mentioned in section 4 might contain some ideas which might form a germ for
investigation toward such directions.
Although a lot of questions still remain, summarizing all what we have discussed in
the present paper, it seems not unreasonable to assert that the space-time uncertainty
∗) For a recent general review on this question, see76).
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principle may be one of possible general underlying principles governing the main qual-
itative features of string/M theory. Of course, the scope of qualitative principles, such
as our space-time uncertainty principle, is very limited to make any concrete predic-
tions without having denite mathematical formulations. In this paper, we have tried
to clarify its meaning and implications as far as we can at the present stage of develop-
ment. It would be extremely interesting to arrange various aspects discussed here into
a unied mathematical scheme.
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